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ABSTRACT. The permittivity and loss tangent of naturally occurring ice and snow are considered. The 
direct-current conductivity is considered only when it is of importance to the alternating-current a nd radio
frequency properties. Labora tory measurements on pure ice, a nd deliberately contaminated ice, are included 
to help in explaining and extrapolating the behaviour of natural ice and snow. The lower band of frequencies 
from 10 c. /sec. to I Mc. /sec. is occupied by a relaxation spectrum in which the relative permittivity falls from 
approximately 100 to 3. The loss tangent reaches a maximum a t a frequency which varies from 50 c./sec. to 
50 kc. /sec. as the temperature increases from - 60°C. to o°C. W e are interested in the effect of snow d ensity, 
impurities, stress, crys tal size, and orientat ion. For frequencies much greater than I M c./sec., the relative 
permitti vity is 3· 17 ± 0,07. The loss tangent reaches a minimum value at approximately 1,000 Mc. /sec. 
beyond which the dominan t influence is infra-red absorption. The min imum is IO- J at o°C . o r 2 X 10- ; 

at - 60°C. These values a re greatly increased by impurities or free water. Some poss ible appli cations to 
g laciologica l fi eld m easurements a re mentioned. 

R ESUME. Revue des proprietis diclectriques de la glace et la neige . La permitivite e t le facteur de perte d e la glace 
el de la neige naturellem ent rencontrees SOI1l discutes. La conducti vite en COUl'ant continu es t seulement 
consideree da ns la m esure ou el le est importante pour les proprie tes des courants a lternatifs et des frequen ces 
rad io. Des mesures de labora toire sur d e la glace pure, ou artificiellement impure, sont ajou tees pour aider 
l' explica tion et l'extrapola tion du comportemel1l de la g lace e t de la neige na turelle. La basse bande de 
frequences de 10 H z a I MHz est occupee par un spec tre d e relaxat ion ou la permit ivite relati ve tomb e d e 
100 a 3. Le fac teur d e perte a tteint un maximum pour une frequence qui va ri e d e 50 H z a 50 kHz lorsque 
la tempera ture cra it d e - 60°C a o°C. Nous sommes interesses par l'effet d e la d ensite de la neige, d es 
impuretes. des contraintes, des dimensions d es cristaux et d e le ur orienta l ion. Pour les frequences superieures 
a I MHz. la permiti vite relative est d e 3, I 7± 0,07. Le facteur d e perte attein t un minimum pour environ 
1000 MH z au-dela de laquelle l' influence domina nte est une absorption infra -rouge. Le minimum es t 
10- J a o°C ou 2 . 10- ; a - 60°C. Ces valeurs sont considera blement augmentees par d es impuretes ou de l'eau 
libre. Quelques applications possibles a la g laciologie sont m entionnees. 

ZUSA MMENFASSUNG . D ieLektrische Eigenschaften van Eis und Schnee- eille Uhersicht. Die Durchlass igkeit und 
d ie Schwundgrenze von na turli chem Eis unci Schnee werden untersucht. Die G leichstrom-Konduktivitat 
wi rd nul' dann in Betracht gezogen, wenn sie fur das Verha lten d es W echsclstrom es und del' R adio-Freq uenzen 
, 'o n Redeutung ist . Zu r D eutung und Ext rapolation des Verha ltens von na turli chem Eis und Schnee werden 
La bormessungen an reinem Eis und kunstli ch verschmutztem E is hera ngezogen. D el' ni edrige Frequenz
bereich von 10 H z bis 1 1H z wird von einem R elaxation sspektrum eingenommen, in dem die relative 
Durchlassigkei t von ca. 100 auf 3 abfa llt. Die Schwundgren ze erreicht ein Maximum bei einer Frequenz, die 
von 50 H z bis 50 KH z wechselt, wenn die Temperatur von - 60°C auf o°C a nste igt. Weiter interessiert d el' 
Einfluss del' Dichte, d el' Verunreinig ungen, del' Spannung, d el' Kristallgrosse und -orientierung. Flir 
Freq uenzen uber I M H z betragt die relati ve Durchlass igkeit 3, I 7± 0,07. Die Schwundgrenze erreich t e in 
Minimum bei ca. 1000 MHz; jenseits davon ist die Infra ro t-Absorption del' d ominierende E influss. D as 
Minimum betragt 10- 3 bei o°C odeI' 2 . 10- 5 bei - 60°C . Diese \ '\Terte werden durch V erunreinig ungen odeI' 
fre ies ",,Tassel' be trachtli ch erhiihl. Einige Anwendu ngsm oglichkeiten fur g laziologische Feldmessungen 
wcrden erwa hnt. 

I NTR O Dl'CTION 

It is possible that in the near future the electrical properties of snow and ice m ay find 
various applications to glaciological problems in the field. Using es tablished geophysical 
prospec ting techniques, direct-current electrical resistivity measurements have a lready been 
used on polar and temperate glaciers to obtain some information a bout the depth of snow, 
and underlying rock type. This paper is concerned with a lternating-current and radio
frequency properties of ice and snow. The information available in the literature has been 
collected with the intention of finding the gaps in present knowledge, and new experimental 
work directed to filling the gaps which appear to be of interest will appear in a later paper. 
Applica tions of the e lectrical propel"ties to the measurement of ice thickness, temperature, 
mechanical stress, and crystal orientation, are indicated in this paper and it is hoped that 
furth er ideas will be stimulated. A complete annotated bibliography of published measure
ments is given in chronological order in Appendix A. In the text, references to other authorities 
have been kept to a minimum. 
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THE RELAXATION SPECTRUM 

I. I Pure ice 

Many workers have investigated the large dielectric dispersion which occurs in ice at 
audio- and low radio-frequencies and it is therefore not our intention to treat this range or its 
relation to the molecular structure of ice in detail. 

In general , measurements of various authors are in good agreement with one another and 
with the Debye equation for dielectrics consisting of polar molecules having a single relaxation 
time. This is a common type of spectrum and some of the important properties are g iven in 
Appendix B ; the unusual features of ice are its extremely high static permittivity (of the order 
of 100) and its long relaxation time (of the order of 10- 4 sec. ) . In comparing the various 
measurements there are a number of variables to be considered . Temperature is important 
because the relaxation time of a ll materials is increased as the temperature is reduced, the 
possible effect of impurities must be considered, and it is believed that mechanical stress may 
have an influence. If the medium considered is snow, then density is important because it is a 
mixture of two dielectrics, ice and air, and this introduces at least one further variable which 
characterizes the shape and orientation of the pa rticles comprising the mixture. 

Restricting ourselves to pure ice, free from cracks, bubbles, impurities, and st ress, a 
representative Cole- Cole diagram at - I I QC . is shown by curve (a ) in Figure I . The relaxation 
time, T , can be related to absolute temperature, T , by the Boltzmann condition which gives 

T = T O exp (E /RT) 

and Auty and Cole (1952) obtained values of T o (the time constant) and E (the energy) for 
dipole orientation . When their values are substituted in (I) we obtain 

10gIO T = 29oo/ T - 15 ' 3 

and this relation has been used to plo t the solid line in Figure 2 assuming the values of T o and 
E to be substantially independent of temperature. 
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Fig. I. Relative permittivity (abscissae) and loss factor (ordinates) of ice samples at - [0, B°e. (after Auty and Cole, J 952). 
Frequencies in kilocycles per second are marked against measured points (a) pure ice, freefrom cracks, bubbles, impurities, or 
stress; (b) with a crack perpendicular to the electric fie ld reducing <8; (c) with impurities, increasing the d.c. conductivit y and 
increasing Es 
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Fig. 2. Fre quency for which the loss factor , E ", is a maximulll (abscissae) /Jlotled logarithmically versus temperahm (ordinates). 
T he measurements of A lit)' and Cole ( 1952) are marked on the solid line which is com/mted f rom equatioll (2) . ... LaboratolJ' 
measurements on pure ice ~y Lamb ( 1946 ) ; • Field measurements on Athabaska Glacier ~) ' Watt alld Maxwell ( /960) ; 
• N atural snow sam/)les f rom Sa/Jporo Ci£v measured in the laborato~y ~v Kuroiwa [19561. The dellsi(v ill g ./cm. ' is given 
alongside each point 

The limiting value of permittiv i ty a t high freq uen cy is found to be independent of tempera
ture and equa l to 3' I5 ± 0 ' 05 but there is an increase in the low frequency or sta ti c va lue, 
from 92 to 103, in polycrystalline ice as the temperature is reduced from o°C . to - 45°C . and 
a steeper rise therea fter. Powles ( 1952) has derived theo reti ca l va lues fo r the sta tic permi ttivity 
by considering a finite number o f oxygen a toms in specifi c te tra hedra l structures. H e is a ble 
to include up to 24 atoms in an aggrega te and to calcula te the e lectri c effect, and he nce the 
contribution to th e to ta l polarizati on , of a sing le a tom near the centre. Beyond 24 a tom s the 
calcula tions becom e too long and the effect on the result sma ll . The average dipo le m om ent 
is then used in Frohli ch 's formul a fo r the permittivity of a so lid. Two results ofPowl es, on the 
assumption tha t a ll configurations o f the aggregate a re equall y probable, a nd the a lte rnative 
ass umption tha t the proba bility is related to the elec tros ta tic energy of the system, a re shown 
in Figure 3 toge ther with som e experimenta l values . Careful meaS U)'cm ents on individua l 
crys ta ls show that there is apprecia ble anisotropy. This was ignored , for simplicity, in Powles' 
m odel but it may provide a means of exa mining the d egree of crysta l o ri enta ti on by m easuring 
the sta ti c permitti vity in na tura ll y occur ring ice m asses. 

I. 2 Snow 

The behaviour of a mixture of di electrics has been discussed by a number of authors who 
generally consider a sparse distribution of separa te particles, of ideali zed ma thematica l sha pe, 
within a second diel ectri c medium (\tVagner, 19 13 ; Silla rs, 193 7 ; Vieweg and Cast, 1943) . 
H owever Weiner ( 19 10) showed empiricall y tha t even in a dense distribu tion a sing le pa ra 
m e te r, which he call ed the Formzahl , is often sufficient to describe how one medium is dispersed 
within the other. Basically this a mounts to assuming tha t the geom e try of the electri c field is 
no t a fun ction of the rela tive proportion of the two m edia and this cannot be stric tly true. It 
is easy to see that if the pa rticles of the high-permittivi ty medium are e longated in the direction 
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Fig. 3. PermittiviIJ' of ice at Low frequencies (ordinates) against temperature in degrees centigrade (abscissae) . ... PoiycrystaLLine 
sampLe (AlI(Ji and Cole, 1952); • SingLe crystaL, electric fieLd /JaraLLeL to c-axis; • SingLe crystaL , eLectric fieLd perpendicuLar 
to c-axis; no /JUre reaL vaLlIe at - 5°C. (HllmbeL alld others, 1953). I alld Il: Limiting casesfrom PowLes' ([952) caLcuLation 

of the electric field , the combined permittivity will be higher than if they lie across the field 
and the mixture may be anisotropic, requiring different Formzahl in different directions. A 
mixture of long thin particles, randomly orientated, will be isotropic in the mass but have a 
higher permittivity than a suspension of spherical particles having the same volume ratio. 
Some illustrative examples are given in Figure 4, and in Figure I curve (b) shows the effect of 
an air crack perpendicular to the electric field direction in an otherwise solid block of ice. 

Weiner found that if Em, El and E2 are the relative permittivities of the mixture and the two 
separate media respectively then 

Em - I (El - I) (E2 - I) -- = p - +( I - P) -
Em + U EI + U E2 + U 

where p is the proportion of the total volume occupied by medium I and U is the Formzahi. 
The formula includes the effect of losses if complex values are substituted for El and E2, but 
if the losses are such that tan2 S ~ I then only the real parts need to be substituted in equation 
(3) to find the real part of Em, and in this section we restrict the app lication of the formula 
to the limiting values of permittivity at low and high frequencies , ES and Eoo respectively. 
Furthermore, in the case of snow, medium 2 is air, E2 = I +jo , and the second term on the 
right hand side of equation (3) is zero. Medium I is ice and thus p = pl o' 92 where p is the 
specific gravity of the snow. 

In Figure 4 independent measurements are compared with relationships computed from 
Weiner's formula. Gumming's results correspond to a Formzahl value between 2 and 4 whilst 
for Kuroiwa's results a value greater than 10 is required. Gumming's snow samples came 
from Ottawa, Ganada, and Kuroiwa's from Sapporo city, Japan, so that it would not be 
surprising if there had been more opportunity for bonds to form between the ice crystals by 
partial thawing and refreezing in Kuroiwa's samples. They included new snow, compact snow, 
and granulated snow and he found in a separate investigation that the Formzahl value, u, 
increased with time. It is suggested that any values of U between 2 and infinity must be 
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Fig. 4. Relalive /Jermilt ivity of snow (ordinates ) verSUf densi~y (abscissae). The upper Cl/rves aTe computed as eX/Jlained in 
section 1 . 2 for snow /Jarticles having the characteristic Form zahl values 11 = 0 , 2, 10, and C1J in Weiner's formula and 
taking the relalive /JermiUivi0' of solid ice 10 be 90 at low freqllencies. The lower CIIrves are for the limiting value of the 
/JermiUivity at highfreqllencies, taken to be 3' 2for solid ice. Measured vallles: 0 due to Kllroiwa [1956J atfrequeTlcies less 
than 1 kc. lscc. and at 3 M c. lsec., • dlle to Cumming (1952) at 9,375 M c.l sec. The skelches beneath Ihe gra/J/ts show how 
snow stmc/lIre is related /0 the Form zahl 
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expected in practice according to the structure of the snow ; the curves for these two values 
set some limit to the permittivity of snow of known specific gravity. 

There is no obvious way in which the relaxation time should be related to snow density 
but the available measurements on snow of known specific gravity (due to Kuroiwa) a ll have 
shorter relaxation times than pure ice. In Figure 2 the experimental results are compared 
with a curve derived from the relaxation timeofpure ice given by equation (2). G. de Q. Robin 
has suggested (private communication) that this relationship might be a basis for the measure
ment of temperature within large bodies of snow, and the method looks promising because the 
variation of frequency is so large. I t will be necessary to establish that there are no important 
variab les other than the temperature; Granicher and others (1957) and Brill (1957) find that 
impurities in solid solution shorten the relaxation time and Westphal (private communication) 
finds that mechanical stress shortens the relaxation time. It would clearly be worth while to 
obtain measurements at lower temperatures on naturally occurring snow of known density and 
conductivity, and if possible, where some estimate of the stress can be made. 

I. 3 Effect of impurities and liquid water 

The presence of impurities in small quantities, or of water when the temperature is near 
freezing point, may have two effects. First there is the effect on the permittivity due to the 
mixture of dielectric media as discussed above, and this is especially important if liquid water 
is present because the relative permittivity of water remains very high up to frequencies in the 
centimetre wavelength band. Values of permittivity at high frequency for a mixture of snow 
of specific gravity o· 5 (for which we take the real part of the permittivity at high frequency 
€' = 2) and liquid water (€' = 80) have been calculated for various values of the Formzahl 
and the results are compared in Figure 5 with some measurements on wet snow of the same 

WATER CONTENT (Ofo BY VOLUME) 

Fig. 5. Permittivity of wet snow at high frequencies (ordinates ) versus volume percentage of liquid water (abscissae ). The 
permittivity of the dry snow is aSfllmed to be 2' 0 , corresponding to a specific gravity of approximately o· 5. The continuous 
lines are calculatedfrom Weiner's mixingformula and the measured values are due 10 Kuroiwa [1956]. There is a systematic 
error in his measurement of the free water content. Ambach (1963, p. 174- 77) has given results for snow of much lower 
density 
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d ensity . The results were published as deviations from the permittivity of d ry snow, and there 
is clearly a sys tema tic error in the measu rem en t of free water content since there is a finite 
d evia tion when no measu reable quantity of wa ter is present ; this is attributed to the inefficiency 
of the centrifugal separa tor used to ex tract the wa ter. Ambach (1963, p. 174- 77) has proposed 
tha t m easurement of the dielectric consta nt could be used to estima te the free wa ter content 
of snow. H owever, the m agnitude of the e ffect depends grea tl y on the specific gravity of the 
d ry snow (which will not usua lly be known ) a nd on the e ffective va lue of the Formzahl. 

The second considera tion when impurities a re presen t is the increased value of the direc t
current conductivity, u . If the conductivity is known, or can be m easured , then the contribu
tion to the loss factor, E ", m ay be calculated from the rela tionship in Appendix G. Som e 
figures a re g iven for na tura l snow in T able I ; Kopp lists the widest range of samples a nd 
temperatures bu t it is in teresting to compare his figures wi th others derived by entirely 
independent m eans. Those fo r impure city snow have been es timated by the reverse process 
to that m en tioned a bove- by taking the devia tion of E " from the semicircul a r form in Gole
Gole diagrams published by Kuroiwa for snow samples con taining up to 30 pa rts per million 
of chloride ions among o th er impurities. T he conductivity is high as would be expected. T he 
low conductiviti es obta ined by Wa tt and M axwell for wet snow a re more surprising, bu t they 
a re believed to be entirel y reli a ble since they a re derived from consisten t Gole- Gole plo ts 
measured with EL TRAN elec trode a rrays on the undisturbed ma teria l in the field . 
H . Ro thlisberger reports (private communication) that it is now esta blished tha t fine-gra ined 
Arctic snow has a higher conductivity tha n wet avala nche snow in Europe, for which values 
very close to those of W a tt a nd Maxwell have been found . 

TABLE I. D I RECT - C U RR ENT ELECTRICA L C ON D UCT I VITI ES 

Es.'imalecl Freqllenc'y 
relative for 

Material T emjJera/llre COlldllctivi(J' pcnnittivi(y tall 8 = I Reference 
QC. m ho/ m . c./sec. 

Pure ice - 10 10- 7 
9 5 2 0 "1 

- 4 0 3 X 10- 9 105 0 ' 5 

Soft new snow, density o · 13 g ./cm. ) - 10 10- 9 
4 4 f K" p ( , g6,j 

- 4 0 3 X 10- " 4 o · I Snow p uriti es : 2 p.p.m. ions 

Gra nula r snow, d ensity 0'4 g. /cm. l - 10 10 - 7 15 100 

J - 4 0 10- 9 15 

C ity snow, d ensity o · 4 g./cm .l 0 3 X 10- 1 30 20 X IOJ Kuro iwa [ I9 56J 
- 4 3 X 10 - 6 15 3 X IOl 20 p.p. m . C l ions 

Compac t wet snow, Colorado 0 10 - 6 50 5 00 
} walt a nd M axwell ( 1960) 

G lacia l ice, A lberta 0 5 X 10- 7 120 100 

Sea ice, salinity 0 5 per cent - 7 IO- l 
4 5 X 106 Dicht el a mi Lundquist 

- 24 10- ' 4 5 X 10 5 ( 19 5 1) 

Pure water 4 X 10- 6 80 I X I Ol 

Distill ed wa ter 2 X 10- 4 80 4 X 10' 

Publi c water supply IO- l 80 2 X 10 ; 
to 5 X 10 - ' to 10 7 

Sea-wa ter I to 5 80 2 X 10 8 

to 10 9 

100 p.p .m . com mon sa lt solution 2 X 10- ' 80 4 X 106 

Dry sand or rock 10 - ) 8 2 X l a' 
to 10 - 4 to 2 X 10 ; 

Frozen earth, Anta rcti ca - 20 5 X 10- 4 8 106 Ha therton ( 1960) 

Parti a lly frozen earth , Alaska ~2 X IO- J 8 4 X 106 {wescot t a nd H cssler ( 196 0) 
Sta nley ( 1958 ) 
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In the absence of experimental values of the conductivity in the required circumstances 
the best that can be done is to set some limits to the effect. Thus the d.c. conductivities of 
various waters and other materials are also listed in Table I together with the approximate 
frequency below which the loss tangent is greater than unity, that is, where the effect of the 
d.c. conductivity cannot in any circumstances be ignored. The surprising result here is the 
high conductivity of frozen earth, however there is good agreement between entirely indepen
dent measurements. 

In cold ice with carefully controlled amounts of impurity, Granicher ( 1963) found that 
concentrations of the order of a hundred parts per million of suitable atoms can exist in solid 
solution before the crystal lattice is disarranged with separate crystals and bubbles appearing. 
At this point, the limit of miscibility, the conductivity can be increased to about 10- 3 mho 
per metre. There are large changes in permittivity for much lower concentrations, when the 
conductivity is about 10- 5 mho per metre and this shows in curve (c) in Figure I. The con
ductivity and increased permittivity arise from lattice imperfections and the contribution of 
various types of imperfections have been discussed by Rasted (1961 ). 

RADIO FREQUENCIES 

2. I Permittivity: Ice 
Between a frequency of I Mc.fsec. and the far infra-red region there is no absorption band 

in the spectrum of ice. We shall give the evidence for this statement below, but once the fact 
is established there is no further interest to the chemist in investigating the spectrum in the 
intervening region from the point of view of elucidating the crystal or molecular structure. 
The only incentive to experimental work is likely to come from a practical requirement for 
knowledge of the properties of ice or snow as a radio-frequency material in a particular 
application. One may be interested in radio propagation over snow-covered ground, over ice
covered water, or the effects of icing on antenna and transmission-line parameters. Conse
quently the available measurements are not easily compared with one another since they 
relate to samples differing in temperature, density, composition, and mechanical stress, 
factors which are not always adequately specified. 

Let us consider first the relative permittivity of pure solid ice as a function of frequency . 
Results are collected in Figure 6 where code letters identify the individual authorities, the 
temperature, and other remarks about the measurements . At frequencies of the order of 
T Mc. /sec. we expect to observe the high frequency tail of the relaxation spectrum, and this 
will be sensitive to temperature, the coefficient decreasing to zero with increasing frequency. 
The measurements of Lamb and Auty and Cole seem to represent the most recent and careful 
laboratory work on pure ice free from residual stress. The highest frequency plotted by Auty 
and Cole is 50 kc. /sec. and the curve in Figure 6 is extrapolated to their published value of 
high-frequency permittivity using the Debye formula. Lamb's measurements refer to a slightly 
higher temperature but the real difference between the two lies in the limiting values of the 
permittivity at high frequency, Eoc = 3· IQ and 3· 17 respectively. Lamb found the same value, 
3 · 17, at 10,000 Mc. /sec. and 24,000 Mc. /sec. with negligible temperature coefficient in the 
range 0° to - 190°C. Cumming's results, 3· 15 at 9,375 Mc. /sec., and Von Rippel's results, 
3 · 17 at 10,000 Mc. /sec. and 3.20 at 3,000 Mc. /sec., are all in good agreement. 

Uncertainty arises in the intermediate range, I to 1,000 Mc. /sec. , where the measurements 
of Von Rippel on pure ice made in the laboratory from conductivity water, and recent 
measurements of Yoshino made in the Antarctic, lie much higher than would be expected 
from the results on either side. Westphal (private communication) states that Von Rippel's 
measurements were made hurriedly during wartime and the samples contained residual 
stresses and temperature gradients due to the method of freezing. It is not known how large 
an effect this can produce, but, if it is serious, the agreement with Yoshino is surprising. 
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L: Lamb (1946) and Lamb and TlIm~y ( 19 49 ) - 5°C. at low frequencies, 0° to - I90°C. at highfreqllellcies : distilled 
water. 

C: Cumming ( f952) - fBoC. Distilled water and melted snow. 
A: All(v and Cole (1952) - 10°C. Conductivity water: ice free frolll stress. 
V: Von H ipjJel ( [954) - 12°C. Conductivity water: ice not annealed. 
Y : Yoshino ( f961) - IBo to - 3 6°C. Antarctic ice, not annealed, density o· 9 [ g ./Clll. ) 

W: Westphal (jlYivate communication ) - 5° to - 60°C. , annealed Greenland ice, densi!v 0 .90 g ./cm. 3 

Clearly, more measurements are desirable under a variety of conditions in this frequency 
range, but until they are available we conclude that the values of permitti vity due to Von 
Hippel and Yoshino are too high. W estpha l's recent measurements (previously unpublished ) 
on natura l ice core samples of specific gravity 0.90 from the Greenland Ice Sheet, a re in 
agreement with this view. H e found it necessary , after machining the samples to fit the 
measuring apparatus, to anneal them for severa l hou rs at - 5°C . in order to o btain repro
ducible resu lts, but the presence of naturall y occurring impurities has had no apparent effect. 
The temperature coefficient of permittivity at 24,000 Mc. /sec. is 0.024 per cent per °C. 
which is highel' tha n found by C umming or Lamb at [0,000 Mc. /sec. Westphal's m easure
ments on glacier ice cores (density 0·8 7 g. /cm .3) and sea-ice samples (density 0.92 g. /cm.3) 
have been tabula ted by R agle, Bla ir and Persson ( [964) . There is no sign ificant difference 
from the above results except that the permittivity of the less d ense materi a l is slig htl y less 
than that of solid ice. 

2.2 Permillivity: Snow 

The treatment of a mixtu re of d ielectrics given earlier is entirely applicable in this fre
quency range a nd some of the results for high-frequency permittivity plotted in Fig ure 4 (b) 
are due to Cumming at 9,375 M c. /sec. The curves are computed for different Formzahl 
assuming the permittivity of solid ice to be 3 . 20 and, bearing in mind the uncerta in ty in this 
value, Figure 4 (b ) may be used at a ll frequencies from [0 M c. /sec. to 30,000 M c. /sec. The 
curves for u = 2 and u = 00 represent the limi ts beyond which natural snow is unlikely to lie. 
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2.3 Loss tangent: la 

At frequencies much higher than the relaxation frequency the quantity WE ' is constant 
if there are no contributions from other absorption bands. In Figure 7 we plot the more 
convenient practical quantity, jtan D, where j is the frequency in Mc./sec. ; the sources of 
information are given in the legend. Again, the measurements of Westphal on annealed ice 
core samples from Greenland may be joined smoothly to the high-frequency limiting values 
derived from the relaxation spectra of pure ice measured by Lamb, and by Auty and Cole. 
Since the high-frequency tail of the relaxation spectrum makes its presence felt at higher 
frequencies the higher the temperature, we have chosen to plot the limiting values arbitrarily 
at 1,000 times the relaxation frequency at different temperatures. The tail of the infra-red 
absorption spectrum may add to the residual value of j tan 13 from the relaxation spectrum 
in this range and our choice is justified by the fact that the losses due to the relaxation spectrum 
evidently account for the whole of the observed loss at o°C. up to about 300 Mc. /sec. In the 
absence of other information, the values measured by Yoshino seem to be much too high; it 
should be remembered that any unforeseen errors in the experimental technique may increase 
the losses but they cannot in any circumstances be expected to result in measured loss less than 
the true value. At the high frequencies Westphal's values may be joined smoothly to those of 
Lamb, except that Lamb (and Cumming, whose results are systematically higher at all 
temperatures) found tan D to increase more sharply with temperature just below the melting 
point. 

Estimates of the absorption of radio echoes obtained through the Greenland Ice Sheet at 
35 Mc. /sec. and 440 Mc. /sec. appear to be in good agreement with Figure 7. There are 
uncertainties in the reflection coefficient of the bottom of the ice sheet and in the temperature 
distribution within the ice and a more detailed assessment of this particular problem will be 
given elsewhere. 

The general impression created by Figure 7 is that the increase ofjtan 13 which begins at 
a few hundred megacycles is due to an infra-red absorption process which is not very tempera
ture sensitive. Thus the infra-red contribution is felt first at the lower temperatures where the 
residual contribution tojtan 13 from the relaxation spectrum is lower. At IQ cm. wavelength 
or less, the majority of the absorption is due to the infra-red bands and the temperature 
coefficient is small. This view is in agreement with that of Lamb, who extended his measure
ments at 24,000 Mc. /sec. (I '25 cm. wavelength) down to - lgo°C. to search for evidence of 
an absorption process where the resonant frequency was reduced by reducing the temperature. 
He concluded that it must be at a very much shorter wavelength than I cm. throughout his 
temperature range, and pointed out that the whole infra-red absorption spectrum must 
account for the difference between E' = 3 ' 17 at r cm. wavelength , and the square of the 
optical refractive index, n' = I ' 72 . 

The infra-red transmission of individual ice crystals and polycrystalline films has been 
given by Ockman (1958) who found broad absorption bands from wave-numbers of 500 cm. - I 

up to 10,000 cm. - I ( I micron wavelength). Over most of the range temperature changes had 
no significant effect but at the lowest frequencies there was a small decrease in the absorption 
as the temperature was reduced from - 30°C. to - 175°C. ; it is possible that there are 
unexplored absorption bands in the range 10 to 100 cm. - I

• 

2.4 Loss tangent: Snow 

Weiner's formula , equation (3), may be used to find both the relative permittivity and the 
loss factor of a mixture, by separating the formula into real and imaginary parts. Unless some 
simplifying approximations can be made, the algebra is rather cumbersome and we restrict 
ourselves first to the case where medium 2 is air, and medium I is ice for which tan' D ~ I ; 

this is always true at frequencies greater than 1 Mc. /sec. Then the real part of the formula 
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Fig. 7. Loss tangent of ice versus radio-frequen(Y. The quantifY I)iotted vertically is log.o(f tan 0) where f is the frequency in 
/vIc./sec. On the high-frequency tail of a relaxation spectrum this quantity is constant : it has the further useful properry that 
the attenuation of a radio wave (measured in dB. /m. ) passing through the medium is direct(y proportioned to f tan 0, see 
Al)pendix C. Temperatures are marked in cC. 
L : Lamb ( [946) and Lamb and Turney ( [949) D istilled water, ice not annealed. 
C: Cumming ([952) D istilled water, tal) water, and melted snow (no observable diJ!erence ). 
A: Aury and Cole ([952) Conductiviry water, icefreefrom stress. L imiting values ploUed arbitrarily at [,000 times Ihe 

relaxation frequency . 
V : Van H ippel ([954) Conducliviry waler, ice not annealed. 
r : roshino ([96[ ) Antarctic ice core samples, not annealed, densiry 0'9J g. /cm.l 

JV: IVestphal (private communication) Greenland ice, annealed, density o· 90 g. lcm. ) 

Approximate temperature coe.f!icients below - lOcC. 
J Mc .lsec. o· 05 j)er cC. in log tan 0 = J 2% per cC. in tan 0 (from Aury and Cole) 

lOO Mc. lsec. o· 025 per cC. in log tan 0 = 6% per cC. in tan 0 (from Westphal) 
lO'Mc. lsec. o · OJ per cC. in log tan 0 = 2' 5 % per cC. in tan 0 (from Lamb) 

is identica l with equation (3) substituting only the real parts of the permittivity for E through
out. From the imaginary part 

Suffix i refers to medium I (ice) and suffix s to the mixture (snow). The proportion of ice by 
volume is denoted by p. Note that this does not contain the Formzahl directly, but it does 
ass ume, as previously, that a single value ofu is sufficient for a ll proportions of mixture and it 
contains the relative permittivity of the mixture which could be computed for an assumed 
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value of It, or for which experimental values may be substituted directly. This latter method 
has been used for Cumming's measurements p lotted in Figure 8. They lie very close to the 
computed curve for It = 2 and it is unfortunate that no other measurements of loss tangent 
versus density seem to have been made. As a rough working rule, we can say that if the 
density is o· 5 g. jcm. 3 the losses are halved. 

1·0 r------r----"T"""---......,.-----r---=.,..---, 

tan O. 
tanS; 

08 

0 '6 

u=oo 

u:lO 

• 
u=2 

0·4 0 '6 

f (g. /cm.3 ) 

• 

0'8 1'0 

Fig. 8. Loss tangent of snow versus density (abscissae). The quantity plotted vertical(r is the ratio of the loss tangent of the ice/air 
mixture forming snow to that of the solid ice. Smooth curves are plottedfor dijJerent values of the Formzahl in W einer's 
formula assuming that tan Il is much less than unity for the solid ice considered. M easured vallles are due to Gumming ( [952) 
at 9>375 M c./sec., • at oOG., • at -8°G. 

2.5 Effect of impurities and free water 

Westphal's measurements on glacier ice from ElIesmere Island (Ragle and others, 1964) 
although of slightly lower density do not differ significantly from the Greenland samples. 
However sea-ice cores have a loss tangent which is consistently about twenty times greater 
than the Greenland samples from 100 to 3,000 Mc. jsec. and 0° to - 60°C . 

A small proportion of liquid water can have widely varying effects on the loss tangent of 
snow. Water has a relaxation spectrum in which the loss factor reaches a maximum at 
approximately 10,000 Mc. /sec. at o°C. but possibly more important in many cases is the d.c. 
conductivity of the water and its contribution to the loss factor at low frequencies as d iscussed 
in section 1 . 3. Table I gives the frequency for which the loss tangent is unity for various impure 
waters; note that at a frequency n times greater than that tabulated, the loss tangent wi ll have 
fallen to I jn. Thus, estimating the loss factor of the water concerned, we wish to know its 
contribution to the loss in wet snow. We use the imaginary part of We in er's formula with the 
simplifying assumptions that the loss tangent of the water is not greater than unity, and that 
the proportion of water is less than I per cent. 

Then we have €~ s = E; 
and 

The factor in square brackets will usually be negligible. 
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As an example, the purest public water supply would have a loss tangent of approximately 
2 X 10- 3 at 100 Mc./sec. and therefore a relative loss factor, €~ = o· 2. A I per cent proportion 
of this water would contribute to the loss factor of wet snow €~s ,......, 2 X 10- 3 increasing! tan I) 
by '"'-'0 ' ) Mc./sec. This is probably less thanftan I) for the dry snow at ODe. and the effect is 
negligible. However, by the same method of estimation, a I per cent proportion of low 
salinity sea-water under the same conditions would make the loss tangent of the wet snow 
greater than unity. 

Cumming made measurements of the loss tangent of snow versus free water content at 
9,3 75 Mc./sec., where the losses would be due predominantly to the relaxation spectrum of 
water. His results are shown in Figure 9 and in order to account for the magnitude of the 
observed effect by our equation (5) we require the relative loss factor of the water alone, 
€~ to be "-'2 which is reasonable at this frequency. 

0·03 

0 ·76 g./cm~ 

ton & 0 '02 

0·38 g./cm.3 

0 '01 

°0~--~--~0~'4~--~---0~.8----~--1·~2----~--~1·6 

WATER CONTENT (Ofo BY WEIGHT) 

Fig . 9 . Loss tangent of snow (ordinates) versus free water content in per cent b.y weight (abscissae). M ean curves are shownfor 
two snow samples cif density o · 76 and o · 38g·lcm.J, temperature o°C. , radio frequency 9,375 M c· lsec. (afterCumming, [952) 

3. CONC LUSIONS 

We have shown that pure ice has a relaxation spectrum, related to temperature, but more 
measurements are needed on naturally occurring snow and ice. It may then be possible to 
develop a technique for temperature measurement in deep ice by investigating the relaxation 
spectrum with electrodes on the surface. 

The V .H.F. range, from 30 to 3 00 Mc./sec., has recently become of interest because of the 
possibi lity of propagating radio signals of this frequency through large bodies of natural snow 
and ice. Appreciable uncertainty remains in the value of the loss tangent since we have only 
Westphal's measurements on isolated samples and very little evidence of the variability of the 
natural material. Using his measurements on Greenland ice near 100 Mc. /sec. we should 
expect the attenuation of a radio signal to be approximately 5 dB. per 100 m . at ODe. and 
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0·5 dB. per 100 m . at - 40°C. Thus signals could be propagated, and their source located, 
through glaciers at o°C. provided they did not contain too much water. At the lowest tempera
tures we could expect to propagate detectable signals through the thickest parts of the 
Antarctic Ice Sheet. It is interesting to note that the possibility of measuring glacier depths by 
radio techniques was proposed, and some modest success attained by Stern on the 
Hochvernagtferner, as early as 1927. This, and the present-day possibilities, have been 
reviewed by Evans (1963). 

MS. received 24 April 1964 and in revised form 4 January 1965 
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APPENDIX B 

DISPERSION EFFECTS DUE TO RELAXATION AND RESONANCE 

In liquids and solids containing polar molecules the orientation of the molecules in an 
applied electric field will be the dominating factor contributing to the total polarizability at 
the lowest frequencies, usually extending into the radio or millimetre wavelength range. 
Molecules which are unpolarized in the absence of an applied electric field produce dispersion 
effects by molecular vibration and rotation in the near and far infra-red respectively. 

Relaxation spectra 

If the orientation of a molecular dipole with respect to an applied electric field is described 
by an over-critically damped oscillation of relaxation time T then the relative permittivity at 
an angular frequency W is given by Debye's formula 

ES - Eoo 

" = "00+ -+ . 
I JWT 

suffix s refers to static values, that is values at frequencies very much less than I IT. Suffix 00 

refers to values at frequencies very much greater than I IT. The ordered orientation is resisted 
by thermal agitation so that the polarizability may be simply related to absolute temperature 
by the Boltzmann principle. We find 

T = A exp (EIRT) 

and the constants A and E are characteristic of the molecule. In this type of spectrum the 
imaginary part of ", ,,", reaches a maximum at a frequency 1/277T and the real part, ,, ' , 
decreases monotonically with increasing frequency through a range of about one decade in 
the vicinity of 1/277T. In practical work it may be more convenient to use the loss tangent, 
which reaches a maximum at a frequency f", = v ("sl"00)/27TT cycles per second. 

Gole and Go le ( I94I ) pointed out that if we plot ,," versus ,,' , points obeying the Debye 
equation lie on a semicircle, as in Figure I, by which this type of spectrum may be recognized 
in practice. l\faterial with a continuous range of relaxation times spread around a mean value 
have a Gole- Cole diagram which is broader and flatter, and materials with widely separated 
relaxation times may be recognized by their separate contributions. 

Resonant absorption 

Atomic spectra and molecular resonance phenomena such as vibration and rotation, on 
the other hand, are characterized by so-called anomalous dispersion. The relative permittivity 
and refractive index rise with frequency and then decrease abruptly in the vicinity of the 
resonant frequency, Wr, where the loss factor is a maximum as shown in Figure IO. 

. C 
,, (w) = €{hlgh frequency) + 2 2 . . 

Wr-W - 2Jwcx. 

The quantity C defines the strength of the absorption and 2cx. is the width of the spectrum of 
,," between half-maximum values. 

For both these types of spectrum, by using approximations in the above expressions, we 
can show that at frequencies far removed from the absorption bands the value of ,,' is constant. 
At very low frequencies,," is small and proportional to frequency. For relaxation spectra, at 
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frequencies higher than the absorption band, E" is inversely proportional to frequency (thus 
f tan 8 is constant) . For resonance spectra, on the skirts of the absorption band E" is inversely 
proportional to the deviation from resonance . We refer to these facts in section 2 . 

1·0 E'-E' 
l;- £'': 

(b) 

_~..LHIGH FREQUENCY) 

w 
un: 

Fig. 10. (a) Relaxation spectrum with normalized ordinates. The relaxatioll time is T and w is the angular frequency . 
(b) Resonance spectrum or anomalolls absorption. The scale oJ ordinates is arbitrary; the resonant Jreqllen~y is Wr 

APPENDIX C 

MACROSCOPIC DIELECTRIC PARAMETERS AND ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 

J . Complex permittivity 

According to the interests of the observer, various sets of parameters have been introduced 
to describe the properties of dielectric materials, from their behaviour in static e lectric and 
magnetic fields through increasing frequencies up to the X-ray range. In this paper we deal 
with the complex relative permittivity 

where E ' is the relative permittivity (or dielectric constant) based on vacuum as unity, and 
E" is the relative loss factor. The dimension less ratio E" /E' is equal to tan 8 or loss tangent, 
where 8 is the phase angle between the displacement current and the total current in an 
a lternating electric field. The term "power factor" frequently used in engineering, is strictly 
sin 8 which is the ratio of the conduction current to the total current, but in low-loss media 
the power factor is small and may be taken equal to tan 8. 

We use the rational M.K.S. system of units; Eo and p.o are the electric permittivity and 
magnetic permeabi li ty of vacuum and we assume we are dealing with non-magnetic materials. 

2 . Conductivity 

Some authors refer to the conductivity in mhos per metre, a, derived from measurements 
of the apparent parall el leakage resistance of a capacitor containing the dielectric under test. 
Apart from this consideration a does not lend itself to physical interpretation; it is not in 
general equal to the ohmic conductivity measured by d irect currents because additional 
power loss is incurred in each reversal of polarization of the material with the electric field. 
T he apparent conductivity is related to the dissipation by 

a == WEo € 
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where w is the angular frequency in radians per second. Conversely, if the direct-current 
conductivity is known, its contribution to the total dissipation may be found by substitution 
in this formula . 

3 . Velocity 

The phase velocity, v, of an electromagnetic wave is given by 

I/V' = tfLoEoE' (V ( I + tan'Il)+ I) 

when tan Il < o· I , v = Cl-V E' 

where c = 2.998 X IQs m. /sec., the veloci ty of electromagnetic waves in vacuum. If tan 8 = O· I 
this approximation for v is in error by + I part in 1,000. Thus the index of refraction used in 
optics, n, may be taken equal to V E' when tan Il L O· I. 

4. Attenuation 

The field strength of an electromagnetic wave decreases with distance with exponent ex 

where 

when tan Il < o· I , 

(ex/w)' = t fLoEoE' [V( I + tan'8)- IJ ; 

ex ~ (wVE' /2C) tan 8. 

In more convenient practical terms the power decreases by 9· 10 X IQ- lVE'ftan 8 dB. /m. 
where f is the frequency in Mc. /sec. 

The index of absorption used in optics measures the attenuation per radian, K = exv/w; 
with the above approximation for ex, K = t tan 8. 

5. Impedance 

The intrinsic impedance of the medium, '"1, which is the ratio of the electric and magnetic 
field strengths in an electromagnetic wave reduces to 

'"1 = (fLO/EOE')4( 1 + ti tan 8) 

when tan Il < o· I, or 377 /vE' ohms when the small phase difference is of no interest. 

6. Q.uality 

The " quality factor" of the dielectric, 0.. = I / tan 8. This term is more often used to 
describe the dissipation of a complete tuned circuit and the majority of the loss usually occurs 
in the inductance (in resistance of the conductors, eddy currents in the core, and hysterisis 
loss in the core) and not in the dielectric used in the capacitor. 

In general, 
= -..:..[average energy stored in the cirCUit] 

0.. 271" average energy dissipated per cycle 

and 

where 0..1, 0..., ete., are the quality factors of the individual components. This accounts for 
the difficulty of measuring tan 8 in a low-loss material such as ice by inserting it between 
the plates of a capacitor used in a tuned circuit where the total 0.. is likely to be dominated 
by the losses in the inductance. 
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